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INTRODUCTION

Description of the Intensified Learninr laan

In the spring of 1970 the Fort Worth Board of Education approved

a trimester schedule for one high school and three middle schools.

In essence, thiee terms of approximately sixty days each replaced

the ninety day semester. Students would be expected-to complete a

semester course in a trimester. In order to fulfill accreditation

requirements of the Texas Education Agency, class periods were extended.

Because students generally wauld be focusing on fewer subjects simultaneous2,y,

but for longer daily periods, the plan became known as the Intensified

Learning Plan (ILP).

The high School added the extended-day concept to the plan,

scheduling six 80-minute class periods between 7:55 A.M. and 4:30 P.M.

This schedule allowed students to choow.to register for five maximum

periods with one 80-minute period reserved for lunch and independent

study. The minimum class load allowed was three.

In the middle school and high school teachers taught four courses

daily: high school teachers taught three courses during one trimester.

The respective ending dates for each trimester were November 25

(62-day trimester), March 5 (59-day trimester), and June 4 (59-day

trimester).



s._;ectives of

Advantaes were seen fer students and teachers and in the utilization

of facilities. Advantages for students included the followin,-:

1. Trovide students with expanded opportunities to study more
subject and content areas dairing a school :fear.

2. Allow flexibility in the manner In which students nay earn,

over a four year Perind, sufficient credits for s-raduation.

3. Nurture student achievement by allowing more time per class.

4. Increase the proportion of students who earn credit in electives.

5. Improve student general attitudes toward school.

Expectations for teachers included a decrease in teacher daily and

term loads and an opportunity to encourage students to explore subject

matter and develop in-depth learning. It was anticipated that the real-

ization of these objectives would improve teacher-attitude toward their

vocation.

The maximizing of the use of the plant was foreseen as classrooms

should serve greater number of children than under the traditional program.

A classroom that served thirty children each semester (60 children yearly)

would serve thirty children each trimester (90 children yearly) under the

ILP.

Wisely, the proposal sent to the Board enumerated se-reral Possible

disadvantages which needed monitoring. Examples are:

1. Effects on absenteeism.
2. Effects on student attentiveness and teacher fatigue in the

extended period.
3. Effects on out-of-school assignments.
4. Effects of a lapse trimester on achievement.

5. Sufficiency of pre-project preparation.
6. Sufficiency of at-school class preparation time for teachers.

7. Adequacy of teaching materials and eauipment.

8. Utilization of independent time by students.
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Evaluation Dlrin

Hypotheses

The objectives of the program, as well as othr areas in need of

assessment, were translated intc measurable statements (hypotheses) as

listed below.

Objectives or Areas in
Need of Assessment

1. Provide students with expanded
opportunities to study more subject
and content areas during a school

year.

2. Allow flexibility in the manner
in which students may earn, over
a four year period, sufficient
credits for graduation.

3. Nurture student-achievement by
allowing more time per class and
an opportunity to focus on fewer
courses per term.

-3-

Hypotheses

The average number of courses
completed during 1970-71 by
students will exceed that
completed during 1969-70.

A substantial proportion of
students will plan to vary from
standard scheduling relative
to (1) the number of courses
taken during a trimester,
(2) the number of courses taken
during a school year, and
(3) the nuMber of years
necessary for graduation.

)A. A majority of experienced
teachers will express belief
that they covered as much subject
content and that students
learned as much under the ILP
as previously under the serester
plan at the same high school.



Cbjectives cont'd.) Tr3othezes cont'd.)

. A random sample of students
drawn froln selecteCL 2u-eject
areas at the end of a trime::ter
will score eoually as well or
better on textbook achievement
test as a zi:Lilar
-f'rc)m matched schoo7 s after
a rerrular semester.

W. The ditribution of letter
gr-dcs earned by students under
the 1LP will not significantly
differ from that earned by
students at the sarne high school
under the traditional
semester plan.

3D. Performance scores obtained
by typim- students under the
ILP will not significantly
differ from those obtained by
previous students at the pilor7,
school under the semester plan.

4. Increase the proportion of students 4. The proportion of students under

who earn credit in electives. ILP enrolling in selected, non-
required courses will increase
significantly over that under
the traditional semester plan.

5. ImProve student general attitudes
toward school.

6. Decrease the total number of
different students for whose
instructions teachers are
simultaneously responsible.

7. Improve teacher attitudes toward
their profession.

9

5. A slibstantial proportion of
students will indicate that
they are enjoying school more
in 1970-71 tbm in 1969-70
due to the ILI'.

6. The average daily and total
loadc of teachers will
sUbstantially decrease in
1970-71 from that of 1969-70
due to the ILP.

7. A significantly greater
proportion of teachers will
express greater enjoyment of
teachiur.; during 1970-71 due
to the ILP than will express
1es2 enjoyment.





Objectives (conttd. Hmothezis (cont'd.

06. Naximize use of classroom and 8. The nuMber of classrooms

equipment. necessar:, to accomodate students
will be less under the ILP
than that required under the
semester plan.

Miscellaneous Areas in 9.

need of assessment

-5-

Absenteeism will be reduced
under the ILP as shown by a
sirnificant increase in the AD.:
rate for the first trimester
over that Of the first semester
in 1969-70.

10. Neither teachers nor students
will report that the lengthened
class period fosters an increase
in student inattentiveness or
teacher-fatigue.

11. Neither teachers nor students
will report increased out-of-
school assignments under the
ILP.

12. The report card grades of
students continuing in subject
areas after a lapse of one
trimester will equal those
continuing in the sUbject
area without a lapse.

13. Teachers and administrators
will express satisfaction with
sufficiency of pre-project
orientation.

14. The majority of teachers will
report that sufficient school
time has been allotted for
daily classroom preparation.

15. A majority of teachers will
report that sufficient teaching
materials and equipment are
available.



Summary Assessment

--Ty-nothezer., (cont'(i.)

16. Free time will be appropriately
utilized by students as
indicated by reports of
teachers, administrators,
Parents, students and
observation.

17. The majority of parents,
students and teachers will
e:Ipress general satisfaction
with the Intensified Learning
Plan.

Data Gathering Procedures

Sources of data included students, parents, teachers, administrators,

and records in both the pilot school and central administrative office.

Instruments and procedures involved

(1) a student questionnaire administered to a random sample of

sophomores and juniors at the pilot school

(2) a parent questionnaire administered to a random sample of parents

of students at the pilot school

(3) a teacher questionnaire administered to ail experienced teachers

at the pilot school in December and In May

(4) textbook tests in two subject areas administered to random sanples

of pilot and comparison students

In addition, many group and individual discussions were held with

teachers, students, parents, counselors, and administrators. Two basic

sources of Information were student-records in the counselors' offices

and the principals' classroom schedules.

11
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All data were trea-ced with apPropriate statistical tests, Primarily

tests for significance of mean differences, tests for sif7nificance of

proportion differences and the Chi Square test of 0oodness-of-7it.

samples were not ext;remely large, all data were analyzed with the use of

an Olivetti-Underwood Desk Computer 101.

Early in the assessment of the Tntensified Learning Plan it was

concluded by the writer that two separate assessments were needed; one for

the high school Implementation and one for that at the middle school level.

This decision was based on rationale that held the two implementations of

ILP to be substantially different because of

1. The limited extention of the class period In the middle school

(to 65 minutes) in contrast to that at the high school ( 80

minutes).

2. The reduction in teaching-time for middle school teachers (a

decrease to 260 minutes from 275 minutes with extra preparation

time) as compared with an increase in teaching-time (to 320

minutes for most of the year from 275 minutes) without additional

planning time at the high school level.

3. The greater emphasis at the middle school level on objectives in

the affective domain and on learning Skills in contrast to one at

the high school level on academic objectives.

4. The addition to the plan at the high school level of the concepts

of the extended school day and considerable independent time for

students.

5. The need of high school students to earn credits for graduation.

Early evidence gathered relative to the two implementations indicated

that problems were most likely to develop at the high school level.

-7-



Discussions with teachers, parents, and aaministrators concerning tne middle

school revealed general confidence that the plan was an improved one and

that problems were minor. For this reason the rresent evaluatirm has

focused on the ILP concept as installed at the high school level.

Review of the Literature

Trimester Plans

Fort Worth's trimester plan differs from those planned or actually

Implemented elsewhere in (1) its restriction of the school year to the

standard 180 day period and in (2) its substantial extension of the

class period necessitated by collapsing yearly courses into two trimester

courses.

New Ybrk State's Plan (1,5)

The New York State Department of Education developed a plsn that would

utilize 210 day (70 day trimesters) and necessitate the lengthening of the

class period to about sixty minutes.

Florida Plan (1,5)

A trimester plan was developed for PoIk County Schools by the

Florida Research Development Council that allowed 75 days Per trimester

with no basic lengthening of class periods. This plan was rejected

because of initial heavy expenditures.

Florida's Innovative Nova High School has experimented with three

different school year lengths. The first was a trimester plan, employing

the 7-day terms (a 220 school day year) and class periods of seventy

minutes. :The plan was discontinued after two years because of the

psychological let down suffered by students and teachers during the added

summer month.

-8-



The Laboratory School at the University of Florida has operated a

75-day trimester (a 225-day school year) with physicl education classes

on Saturday and a lengthened school day.

Florida State University operated a 70-day term trimester primary

school (K-3) for three years beE;inning in 1964. Res...!ts, as reported in

an evaluation (8, Micro) after the termination of th-e project, Indicated

that children who only attended the regular school year significantly

outperformed children of similar mental ability who attended the greatly-

extended school year.

In summary, it is seen that generally, trimester plans have extended

the school year wtthout greatly extending class periods.

Fuur Quarter Plans (3,5)

Generally, four quarter plans utilized the entire calender year to

schedule four terms, three of which must be attended by students. Two

semester courses are usually trichotomized, requiring no change in the

length of the school day or class period.

A suprisingly long list of schools experimented with a four quarter

school year prior to 1950. All abandoned the plan by 1950 with the

exception of Chattanoaga who continued until 1956. The basic motivating

force behind these attempts seemed to have been the common problems inherent

in a shortage of funds and a surplus of students.

In recent years four quarter plans have been developed, considered,

and rejected by another long list of schools led by California and

Florida districts, among them Los Angeles. TYpical was the plan developed

and diseorded by the Del Canpo High School In California due to (1) lack

of student interest, (2) poor parental support, and (3) insufficient funds.

The most serious attempt to implement the four quarter concept is



presently being made by eight cooperating school districts in Ftlton

County, Georgia (Atlanta) (2, Micro.). Several years of planning preceeded

the implementation in 1968-69. Atlanta maintains that their objective is

only to improve the quality of the educational program and thal, no financial

advantage for the plan is expected. Stated objectives include:

1. An extended curriculum and an Improved course selection for

students.

2. Early graduation possibilities for students.

3 A chance to revamp the curriculum.

Atlanta has trichotomized two semester courses and retained the

traditional length of class period. A college-type schedule is employed.

The school day employs ten class periods, Saturday included, and an open

campus. Students come and leave at different times and may not have

classes on some days. Students must attend three of the terms and may

attend four to accelerate graduation. Each quarter consists of twelve

weeks.

An exploratory evaluation after the first year utilized questionnaires

to ascertain the attitudes toward and opinions about the plan of samples

drawn from both the business and educational domains. It was concluded that,

although each segment of the population perceived different advantages, the

groups surveyed understood the objectives of the plan. Administrators

were enthusiastic about a chance to revise the curriculum; students and

parents perceived widened course selection and early graduation; teachers

noted the new flexibility as serving individual student needs and interests.

Some disadvantages were also cited after one year of operation:

increased registration problems and record keeping; increase in number of

daily teacher class preparation required; and a possible decrease in



or:- rtunities for teacrc to provide individual attention for adents,.

Elev'en per cent of the teachers agreed that the plan was preseni.

satisfactory. Seventy Per cent expressed belief that it would satis-

factory with modifications. If needed changes were identified '5. teachers,

they were not reported In the evalui'ition.

Specific Trimester Evaluations (5)

Research into the effects of trimester 02 four-quarter plant: is

negligible. Two studies dealing with either trimester or the ex-Fended

school year concept were located and are reported below.

California's Chabot Junior College rescheduled the school year into

three trimesters. Although courses were not collapsed most students

continued to carry the fifteen hours (5 courses) each trimester.

Questionnaires were administered, after one year, to students and teachers

to gather evaluative data.

The evaluation indicated that students favored the new schedule two-

to-one, reasoning that the plan,(1) decreased the amnunt of wasted time

inherent in a longer term, (2) provided less chance for a "course slump",

and (3) offered improved exposure to courses and total staff. Disadvantages

cited inr-luded (1) an improved chance of making poorer grades,(2) a loss

of time to explore subjects in depth, (3) loss of opportunity to recover

from a slow start, (4) lack of opportunity to know individual faculty

members well, and (5) too much objective testing. Although grades Improved

in the trimester plan some concern was expressed that students were under

too much pressure and brought about by taking too many courses.

A HEW grant provided the means to evaluate an extended year schedule

at Florida State University's laboratory elementary school (8). Children



In Primary grades (K-) who attended school year round for a three-year

Period attained a lower level of performance in reading than a group

matched on the basis of aptitude who attended only the regular school year.

Summary Statement About the Literature

The research on either the trimester or extended school year concept

is too meager to support any position.

The fact that four-quarter plans adopted prior to 1950 were discontinued

combined with the reluctance of many districts who have studied the concept

in recent years to adopt it recommends a caUtious approach. The Atlanta

enterprise should provide fresh and up-dated information.

17
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EFFECTS OF T]iE LiTEI;SLFIED IN2 LATI,I AT TK 1i= SCan

The ILF. objective to provide students with an increased opportunity

to study more subjects in a school year was tested by data relative to

Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 1. The average number of courses planned to be completed
during 1970-71 by students will exceed that completed

during 1969-70.

Data concerning the total number of courses planned for the school

year of 1970-71 and the total number taken during the fall trimester

were obtained from records maintained in the counselor's office.- The

plans of one-half of the students at each grade level were tabulated to

obtain an estimate of the number of courses completed during 1969-70.

Data reported in the final column of Table A show that approximately

one-third of the students took only three courses during the fall trimester.

TABLE A. NUMBER OF COURSES TAKEN DURING FALL TRIMESTER BY STUDENT

CLASSIFICATION

Number of
Cuurses Taken

Freshmen Sophomore Juniors Seniors Aggregate

3
4

5

36%
54%
10%

30%
63%
7%

34%
57%
8%

39%
11.o-, io
12%

35%
56%
9%

Data in Table B report the number of cou-rses planned for the entire

1970-71 school year. Thirty per cent of the students planned to take a

minimrin of ten courses with seventy per cent planning more than the

minimum.
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1r) =

Student Prom rtion of Student: Takinc, -;:era:,e

Clacsifi- 10 i 11 , 12 1 1% 14 I 15 dIumber of

cation Courses; Courses (7ourses : Courses Coursec Courses 1:ourses
Plann&d

Freshmen

Sophomores

Juniors

Seniors

Aggregate

28-!, 32:, _o-,--;) j -11.4

,V, 32'1, 0 .3

33-1, 26!, _t..)
0,---!

,
"1 0

32") 18!, 35.74J
11.J-

J
2T13 91 "7- 11.4

It may be noted that nearly sixty per cent of the students (taking

or 11 courses) had only three classes during at least one trimester.

The average number of courses planned for 1970-71 was 11.4.

Prior to the end of the school yeax students registered for 1971-72

classes. Data in Table C show an increase in the number of courses over

that taken during 1970-71, particularly by freshmen and sophomores. These

two groups will average twelve courses in 1971-72, contrasted to 11.4

wid 11.3 courses in 1970-71 (Table B). It is noted that 85 per cen

sophomores, after one year of experience in the trimester plan, elected

to take more than the minimum load of 10 courses in contrast to 72 per cent

taking more than the minimum load in 1970-71.
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STU:=2Z VART.:,T.TS J. r.
1-71-7.J

171-72
Proportion

10
Courses

of Students Planning to take
a

:cpurses

or
Fewer

11 E 12
Courses!Courses

1

I

13
Courses

14
Courses

15
Courses

1,v:-7. Numbi

of -:aurse

Freshmen --- 27 11:f.)
,-;.D.-'

___, 9 :)!: 6';',
cr!, 12.0

Sophomores 167i 23% 26% 234 071-,%, 613 17.0

Juniors 4, 26- 1 317, ,;,-f
...,,) --/.)

1-1 14d 11.")

Seniors 15-;* 39:."J 157!, ' 216 .:.)
--4

2-.)
9'
--ii

10.5*

-,,Aggregate na 28::, 19;f, 1 26%

1

15% 2T/0 6% 11.5

*Explained by early graduation (10%) and vocational eductation students (5%).

On a questionnaire, two-thirds of a random sample of students revealed

plans to complete more courses than necessary for graduation.

TABLE D. NUMBER OF CREDITS TO BE EARNED BY GRADUATES

Number of Credits Planned Proportion of Students

20 or 2.41

21 or

22 or 22 'iL;

23 or more



Findings About Hypothesis .1_

The hypothesis is accepted. Recov.ds show that students too: an

avera-e of 11.h cPurres durin- 2 7--71 tLt frc-s-h-nen and s,nhor.o-,-e.-

will average 12 courses In 1971-72. Seventy per cent of the students tcok

-.ore than the mini-:_um of ten cc)Arsc. ri 197 -71. -..nd per

cent of the students indicated plans t, have earned more than the minimum

of twenty credit hours upon graluati-n.

lizspothesis _. A substantial proportion of students ill plan to vary
from standard scheduling in at least one of the following

ways:
(a) number of courses taken during a trimester
(b) number of courses tallen during the school year

the portion utilized of the four years available
for high school attendance

The ILP objective to Improve students' options concerning the manner

in which they may vary course loads was tested by data relative to

Hypothesis 2.

Data in Table A, B, and C previously presented show the variation in

courses taken by students for a single trimester and for a total school year.

Parents on one-half of the sample approved of their children utilizing

less than the standard four years available for high school attendance.

On a related matter, only six per cent indicated interest in a summer term

for their children.

Approximately two-thirds of sampled students reported plans to earn

more than the minimum number of credits necessary for graduation.

Xring the school year 197C-71, fifty-one seniors completed graduation

requirements during the fall trimester (1): students) or the winter

trimester (37 students). A similar number plan to complete requirements for-

graduation during the first two trimesters in 1971-72.

21.





Nine 1971-72 junior: indicated that they would be able to complete

all course requirenent by the end of the year.

Pindings About 17.;ypotLesis 2

The hypothesis is accepted. Students are tatlinL; advantage of the

opportunity to vary thc number of courses ta.-,en in a trimester and for

the total year, thus changing the 1;ortion of time conz:iitted to the

completion of high school.

Hypothesis 3A. A majority of experienced teachers will express belief
that they covered as much subject content and that students
learned as much under the ILP as previously under the
semester plan at the same high school.

Scholastic achievement is a crucial issue in any innavative practice.

A major objective of the ILI') was its potential for inhancing, or at

least maintaining, scholastic achievement. This advantage was expected

to result from increased opportunities for students to unhurriedly digest

material in the 80-minute class period while simultaneously focusing on

fewer school subjects.

Because of the immense importance of this objective to students,

several h otheses were generated and several types of data were gathered.

Hypotheses 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D all deal with the question.

Teachers who had previously taught at the pilot high school were

twice anonymously asked three questions about student academic achievement

under the 1LP. Their dual responses to these questions are shown in

Table E.

22
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TEACHER ,,-)7:1L): ABJ:UT ACADEMTC ACHIE\T.1-aliT

Question

December Response May Response

No Uncertain Yes No Uncertain Yes

Did you cover as much of the
course content during the
winter trimester as you
normally do in a regular
semester?

5510 --- 45-!) 62% --- _ )

Do you feel that your
students learned as much
and devEloped as mach in
depth understanding durinE
the winter trimester as
they normally do during a
regular semester?

55%

---_

10% 35% 58% 16% 26%

Do you have any evidence
to support answers to
1 and/or 7-41-2? (Test
results, units covered,
etc.)

i

)0-es --- 95% 2% --- 98%

Immediately following the fall trimester teachers were in disagreement

about the academic success of students. Approximately one-half of the

experienced teachers in December (55%) responding to the questionnaire

reported in December that they had not covered as much content area and

that students had not learned as much as previously under the semester

plan. The proportion of experienced teachers expressing this view increased

by May to approximately sixty per cent.

On the May questionnaire most teachers identified their teaching

area, allowing an assessment of responses by this variable. This analysis

showed that responses were consistant from department to department except

that teachers of social studies and history expressed greater confidence

2 3



in the ILI' than did teachers of science, mathematics, T.IInglish, and miscellaniaus

subjects.

Findings About Hypothesis 3A

The hypothesis is rejected. The majority of teachers expressed

doubt that academic achievement had been maintained, and the proportion

expressing that doubt increased as the year progressed.

Hypothesis 3B. A random sample of students drawn from selected subject

areas at the end of a trimester will score equally as

well or better on textbook tests as a random sample drawn

from a matched school after a regular semester.

A test covering the material presented during the study of American

History I was administered to a random sample of students who were enrolled

in that subject during the fall trimester and to a random sample of students

enrolled in that subject for a semester at two schools serving similar

socio-economic areas. A test covering material studied by students enrolled

in Algebra III was similarly administered. Consultants in the two areas

aided in the selection of the instruments and in the matching of pilot

teachers with control teachers to reduce the impact of this variable on

the results.

The extent to which the various samples represented their respective

populations was determined through the application of a Chi Square test of

Goodness-of-Fit to the several distributions of letter grades earned by

samples and total populations. In all cases differences were not significant.

It was therefore, concluded that samples were acceptable.

Results of the tests are shown in Table F.
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TABLE F. TESTS REgd.LTS AT 1-IL3T A=ID CaNTROL SCHO)LS

Group

Students completing
course under the ILP

Students completing
course under the
semester plan

History I Test Algebra III Test
Sample
Size

Avera(7e

Score SD
Sample
Size

Average
Score SD

54 26.5 , 6.2 75 14.o- 11..9

90 22.4x 7.3 101 13.5 (-).1

1)ifferences in mean raw score were not significant.

Differences in average scores earned by students under the ILF did

not significantly differ from those earned by students under the semester.

It was, therefore, concluded that the differences, although favoring IT,P

students, were chance differences due to the sampling rather than to the

treatment. As a by-product an item analysis was provided for the consultants

in the two areas tested. It is recognized that paper-pencil tests do not

meaaure well all,or even the most important,objectives of history classes.

The Finding About Hypothesis 33

The hypothesis is accepted. ILP students scored as well as semester

students on textbook tests of history and mathematics.

Hypothesis 30. The distribution of letter grades earned by students
under the ILP will not significantly differ from
that earned by students at the same high school in
1970-71 under the traditional semester plan.

Distribution of letter grades earned were obtained from the data

processing center. Data in TaMe G compare the proportions of grades

earned during the last nine weeks of 1969-70 by students in the pilot

school with those earned by students during each trimester in 1970-71.

2Z



2=F. G. EE-P,. CAD GRADES EI,RNED BY ALL STUDENTS AT PILDT SCHiJ., IN

1965.-70 UNDER THE SE=STER PLAT: AND IN 197C-71 UNDER TIE

INTENSIFIED LEARNING PLAN

Letter
Grade

Pronortion of Total Grades

1969-70
1st Nine Weeks

1970-71
Fall Trimester

1971-72
Winter Trimester

1971-7,2

Suring Trimesta

23:, 27-:3 27!) 281

B. 297; 257i0 24% 253

250 24% 24% 23%

D 15% 16% 17% 17%

Vo 8% 8% 8%

Although the total distributions of grades in the spring of 1969-70

and 1970-71 did not vary significantly, other trends were noted.

The proportion of A'isignificantly (P=.001) increased. A significant

(P=.00l) decrease in C's earned was also noted with a corresponding

signi-Picant (P=.001) increase in combined D's and F's. A possible trend

toward polarization of grades earned was thus revealed.

Samples of students and parents were asked via questionnaires to

report whether student report card grades had been affected by the ILP.

The reports in general were ravorable, although somewhat inconsistent, in

that very few students and parents reported that letter grades were

adversely affected by the ILP. On the other hand, nearly one-half of the

students reported making better grades. The report of parents whose

children made above average grades was similar to that of parents whose

26
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ci1dre.1 earned %verage or below average grades.

It must be recognized that report card grades are relative measures,

and. thus, general student achievement could rise or fall without being

necessarily reflected by a corresponding change in the distribution of

letter grades.

Finding About Hypotheses 3C

The hypothesis is partially accepted. Although the total distribution

did not significantly vary under the ILP, a slight tendency toward

polarization of grades earned was noted.

TyPing involves a motor-association skill that differs somewhat

from cognitive skills that are the foci of other school subjects. A

successful intensified effort to develop competency in an academic area

might not prove equally as successful in acquiring motor skills as in

typing and shorthand. Some authorities warn against prolonged typing

Practice (Russon) in the early developmental stages.

"Practice should be distributed. Practice in the form

of drill should not exceed 30 minutes. Nothing is gained

from two hour sessions of repetitious practice." (7, p.37).

For reasons stated above the effects of the ILP on typing skills were

specifically examined by data being gathered relative to Hypothesis 3D.

Hypothesis 3D. Performance scores obtained by typing students under the

ILP will not significantly differ from those dbtained by

previous students at the pilot school mder the semester

plan.

Typing speeds, as well as report card grades, were obtained for

students completing Typing 1 and 3 during 1969-70 (under the pemester

Plan) and 1970-71 (under the trimester plan) from teachers' grade books.



Typing 1 During the ;:all Trimester

Typing speeds of students campletini7 Typinr- 1 during 1969-70 and

during the fall trimester of 1970-71 are reported in Table H.

=LE H. TIT= 1 SPEEDS,, UNDEh rrLE TRL1.IESTEE AND SEE,STER PL.:L.14-*

Plan Proportion of Students Achieving Various Performance

Levels
240

WPM*
39-9
WPM*

27-34
WPM*

22-26
WPM*

Under 22
WPM*

Fall Semester**
196970 157:, 16,7, 36;

Fall Trimester**
71 I1 351

c_jO'D:71 11%

24,7/0

* Typing for five minutes with not more than five errors.

** Distributions of speeds differ significantly (Chi Square =

The two distributions of typing speeds were analyzed through the

application of the Chi Square Goodness-of-Fit Test. The resulting

statistic (53.6) indicates that the two distributions differ significantly

(P=.001), favoring speeds developed under the semester plan.

Mean speeds .;ere also compared through application of the "difference

of the means" statistical test. The mean speed of 411 students taking

.Typing 1 under the semester plan, 31 WPM, was significantly greater

(P=.001) than the 28 WPM obtained by 258 students in the fall trimester.

Report card grades earned by students completing Typing 1 under the

semester and trimester plan are presented in Table I. These data were

obtained from data center printouts of grade distributions by subject

areas.
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TABLE I. TY:=-1:17; 1 C::_ADES- U=17,1 THE TRIYESTER AI1D SEMESTER PLA:1S

Plan Proportion of Students Earnin Designated Grade

A

FP11 Semester
1969-70 11; 41-J,

Fall Trimester
1970-71 9% 261, 39'7, 17%

*Distributions were not significant (1)=.20)

A Chi Square :ip:-..ness-of-Fit test was applied to the distributions.

The resulting statistic of 6.58 (df=4) was not significant. It is, thus,

concluded that the two distributions of grades earned under the two systems

reveal only chance differences that could be reasonably expected from one

year to another (P=.0).

Typing 1 During the Winter Trimester

As Typing 1 was offered again in the winter trimester an examination

of typing speed was again made to determine if it continued to be depressed

under the ILP. The data are presented in Table J.

TABLE J. TYPING 1 SPEEDS DEVELOPED IN THE WINTER TRIMESTER

Number of
Students

Proportion of Students Obtaining Stated Speed
Unfter 26

WPM
4o
WPM

35-39
WPM

26-34 22-26

191 8% 9%

WPM WPM

40% 21% 23%

A comparison with Table H, row 2, indicates that Typing 1 results in

the fall and the winter trimester were similar.
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Tyrinp- 2

Tyninr 2 was offered during the winter and spring trimester to students

completing Typing 1 In the fall or winter trinester. Typinr speeds obtained

by students are shown in Table K.

TABLE K. TYPTNG 2 SPEEDS

Trimester P1roportion of Students Achieving Stated Levels

47-50 37-46 30-36 Under 30
WPM

N WPM WPM WPM WPM

Winter 142 12%

Spring 111 15;

19%

15%

39%

43%

26%

17%

4%

10%

Typing 2 performances by students under the semester plan were not

obtained. In the subjective judgment of two experienced teachers, the

levels reported for Typing 2 above failed to meet expectations.

Typing 3

Typing performances and grades earned were also collected and

compared for students finishing Typing 3 under the semester plan and under

the trimester plan.

Comparisons of performance levels are shown in Table L.

TABLE L. TYPING 3 SPEEDP- UNDER THE SEMESTER AND TRIMESTER PLAN

Proportion of Students Attaining Designated

Performance Level

5 WPM
Plus

22-57
WPM

3-51
WPM

39- 2
WPM

Under
39 WPM

Fall Semester
1969-70 92

Fall T:r5mester

1970-t,
49

4-The Ittxtrlibution o speeds differed significantly (Chi Square=20.66, df=4).

12% 12% 26%

18% 24% 39%

26% 2)4,

10%



As the Chi Square Joodness-of-Fit statistic was si.-nificant

it nay be concluded that Typinc speeds attained under the trimester

D10:1 sirmificantly exceeded those obtained under the semester plan.

For further comparison, mean typinr speeds were determined. Data in

Table M depict this comparison. The nean typinc speed attained under the

trimester plan sicnificantly (P=.001) exceeded that attained under the

semester plan.

TABLE M. AVERAGE TYPING 3 SPEED ATTAINED UNDER THE SEMESTER AND

TRIMESTER PLANS

Plan Typing Speed
Mean* SD

Fall Semester
1969-70 92 45.9 7.57

Fall Trinester
1970-71 49 50.3 6.93

*Differed significant1y7P=.001)1

Report card grades earned in Typing 3 under the semester and trimester

plans were also compared. The data is shown in Table N.

TABLE N. REPORT CARD GRADES EARNED IN TYPING 3 UNDER THE SEMESTER AND

TRIMESTER PLANS*

Plan N Proportion of Students Earning Designated Grades

A B C D F

Fall Semester
1969-70

Fall Trimester
1970-71

95

49

7%

14%

20%

47%

28%

314

31%

18(4

13%

_.....

*Distributions differ sicnificantly Chi Square = 19.71, df= .
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It is recnized that studnts co-pleting: 'Pyping 3 in the fall

trimester had completed Typing 1 and 2 under the semester plan. It ccn

not be assumed that improvement in Typing = -would be realized by students

,=.ompleting all typing courses under the trimester plan.

Findings Regarding Typing Under the intensified Learning Plan

Performance levels 'were si;--nificantly (P=.01) lower for students

completing Typing 1 under the intensified Learning Plan. However,

students under the ILP completing Typing 3, after having had Typing 1 and

2 in semesters, obtained a significantly (P=.05) higher level of performance

than did students who completed all three typing courses under the semester

plan.

It is concluded that, while students may make slower progress under

the ILP in the early stages of developing typing skills, the possibility

exists that progress may be accelerated during the latter staces and

produce better terminal results. Data relative tc performance after

students have completed all typing courses under the ILP will be needed

to resolve the issue.

Hypothesis 4. The proportion orstudents enrolling in non-required
courses will increase under the ILP over that under the

semester plan.

The expectation that students taking extra courses would focus on

electives was tested through data relative to Hypothesis 4.

An administrative policy was initiated to discourage students from

enrolling in a specific subject area each trimester (i.e. take English 3,

4, and 5 during the school year). An expectation to the policy was made for

foreign language. The policy's purpose was to, at least initially in the

-27-



, protect cLildren from orerloadinf in a -iven schcol on

srecific subc,.ect.

in order to ascertain tLe extent to -0:Lich students enr;lled In non-

resulned courses, enrollments in eight specific courses %ere e.::as.ined.

The data in Table D report the numbr of students enrollin:- in the selected

courses in 161-70 and in 197-7_

TABLE 0: ENROLLME= IN SELECTED COURSES

Course

JAumber of Students
1969-70

ilumber of Students

1970-71

Fall Spring Total 1Fall Winter Spring Total

Typing I 494 57 551 249 189 35 473

French I 109 -- 109 110 -__ -- 110

Spanish I 201 __ 201 183 30 _- 213

German I 80 -- 80 72 --- -- 72

Latin I 74 -- 49 --- -- 49

Homemaking 1 88 -- 88 71 19 51 141

Speech I i61 53 214 71
,

o 34 165

Drama 1 29 -- 29 43 --- ..... 43

* Obtained from print-outs of grades.



_The data do not reveal substantial increases in enrollments in

these courses from 1969-70 to 1970-71, other than Homomaking I and

Drama I. Most enrollments declined slightly in these specific courses.

Data in Table P reports the number of classes scheduled for selected

departments in 1969-70 and 1970-71.

T.,s-BLE P: NUMBER OF CLASSES SCHEDULED* IN 1969-70 and 1970-71
FOR SELECTED DEPARTMENTS

Department

1969-70 1970-71

Fall Spring Total

Foreign Language

Business Edueatior

Home Economics

Industrial Arts

Music

Art

Distributive
Education

ROTC

33

24 27

2 12

18 18

9 9

5 5

2 2

65

51

24

36

18

10

4

10

Fall Winter Spring Total

25 27 24 76

22 22 23 67

9 9 9 27

16 17 17 50

6. 6 5

4 3 L. 11

0 0 9 6

4 4 LL 12

'A- Obtained from principal's schedule of classes.

3 4
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The increase in the rnii:Ther of classes held under the trimester

represents larger numbers of students served by each department but not

necessarily larger numbers of different students. In some ca,;es students

enrolled for the year; in other instances'each ter eni-olIment represented

some combination of new and continuing students.

In any case, the data in Table P does report more service rendered

by the departments. When the reports of Table 0 and P are integrated,

a picture seems to materialize that depicts "students taking more courses

witin a department" rather than "more students takiii4:, a specific course".

Findings Aboot Hypothesis 4

The data are inconclusive. While it was not established that more

different students chose to enroll in the non-required courses examined,

it did appear that those students who did were able to obtain a larger

dose. The effects of the Intensified Learning Plan on individual depart-

ments that offer non-required studies is not yet clear.
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11.7ipothesis TLe proportion of students indicatin that they are

enjoyin,7 school more under the ILP than the Semester

Plan will be significantly greater than tbat reporting

less enjoyment.

The objective that students attitudes toward school would inprove

was tested through data relative to Hypothesis 5.

Data were obtained throuCh the use of a student questionnaire

administered to a random sample of sophomores and juniors. Student

responses to the question pertinent to the hyputhesis are summarized

in Table q.

TABTE Q. EHJOYMENT CE SCHOuL _b!C STUDENTS

Response of Si:udents Proportion of Students

"Enjoying-school more"

"No change'

"Enjoying school less"

51% *

28%

20% *

*Differ significantly (F=.001)
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It is seen that a si(adificantly larer proportion (51-:,) of students

reT)orted an increase in enjoyment of school due to the Intensified

Learning Plan than reported a decrease (20.-A).

Findings About Hypothesis 5

The hypothesis is accepted.

liypothesis b. The average daily and total team load of teachers will
73ubstantially decrease in 1970-71 from that in 1969-70

due to the ILP.

The objective to decrease teacher loads was tested with data relative

to Hypothesis u.

As teachers would teach four classes during two trimesters and

three classes for one trimester, a reduction in daily and term class load

was anticipated.

Data relative to the hypothesis was obtained from the schedule of

classes prepaxed by athninistrators at the pilot school. The average

number of classes taught, the average class size, and the average term

loads are presented in Table R. AveraEe number of classes taught do not

average "5" in 1969-70 because of occassional assignments of teachers to

study-hall duty, physical education classes, etc. Average nutber of

classes taught in 1970-71 do not average "4" because one-third of the

teachers taught only "1" classes each trimester.

3 7



175E 5E2,7E,STEI-: A:a) R

Department

-verPc-e ..umber oi
Classes Taught

Average
Class Si_e

:,--ra-e

Term -ae'].

Semester Trimester Senester Trimester Semester ';'-:f'iest

English Teachers 4.8 3.6 c_ ,() , 135 lui,

Socipl Studies
Teachers (excluding
1 P.E. Class) 4.4 ,, 0 30 50 1-2 1( .

::athematics TeacherE'
(ex,:luding 1 P.E.
class) ,) 3.5 28 'C, 136 1())

Scierce Teachers
(excluding 5 P.E.
classes) 4.3 3.3 28 30 125 luH

Aggregate 4.6 3.5 29 30 132 105

It may be seen by data reported in the final column of Table R that

the average number of students for which a teacher was at one time

responsible decreased substantially from 132 students per semester in

1969-70 to 105 students under the ILP. Although class size remained

relatively unchanged, the number o' classes taught per day decreased as

planned from an average of about four and one-half in 1909-70 to three

and one-half under the

In view of the responses and comments by teachers to the questIonnaire

in which the majority described considerable fatigue, the decrease in

daily and team load must be viewed in conjunction with possible offsetting

increases in demands on teachers. Teacher loads were enlarged by the

38
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1. 1.,11
crses taught ner school year. (11

courze.- . previou:-

In number ' students taught per school year.

(Thc,c,rcs. x 120 f om 2 x 150 Previously).

=1. ;:n incre-_ ir. aLou2:-:t 7'2 tiMe spent teaching daily. 2.(J minute:-

from '7 previously).

Findings About :iypethesis G

The hy:,-.,tlle:-17 rc-Totive C mily and trimester teacher load in

teans, nunber c2 .c.r anc'i st-cHents taught io accepted. Teachers were

responsible for 2-er :tucJcnt daily and fewer students per term.

However, it cannot, frm this :_pccifi. Hata alone, be concluded that

over-all demand: on teachers -::ere diminished. According to 73 per cent

of the experienced teachers at the end of the year the opposite conclusion

should be held. This report can be accounted for by an increase in the

number of students and classes taught during the school year and the

Increase in daily teaching time.

Hypothesis 7. The Proportion of teachers reporting greater enjoyment

of teaching under the Intensified Learning Plan will be
As-nificantly greater than that reporting less enjoyment.

The objective to improve teachers attitudes toward their profession

was tested w 2 lative to igpotLeSc Y.

All e-z:Iner-n,:e.1 teachers were asked to report the effect that ILP had .

on their en,.:,)

-.`Tor two-thinTh

" Leachin iesponses are summarized in Table S.

the school year. 39
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-1=.esponse ef Teachers

ri,joyinr Teaching 11ore"

"3alanced Effect"

Teachin' 2.,ees

'Differ L-5L'nificant1y (P=.05.

:
i-:::-?ortion of tacL:: rid eby-ing

teaching les _. under the lnteni2ied Learning Pr e,g. reported a

greater e!':ement or teachin7.

Findirv;s of i.,f-pothesis 7

The h:rnothesis is rejected.

Hypothesis 8. The number of classrooms necessary dndr ne 1LP to house
students will substantially decre-,sed from iThat required

under the semester plan for a student body of similax

T1-,e objective to ma.::imize classroom utilizati-,1 tH..sted with

data reilative 'uo Hypothesis 8.

The ''43ot school plant, containing 77 clascro -, o1dTed1 2,/181

students under the semester plan in 1969-70, In 1"70-71 nder the tri-

mecter L 2, student were accommodated. Eat show that

while -)n:; average of sip. classrooms per period yer- sirpius (vacant)

during 1), .±-70, an average of thirty classrooms per were surplus

in 1970-71 under the TIP.
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TABLE T. ar-FTLus CLAss=s TN 1-6-70 AND 1970-71

Enrollment I
Numher of Surplus Classrooms by Periods

(Daily)

Fall 1969-70
(Semester Plan) :71 7 11

I

Avera:7e per
period

Fall 1970-71
(Trimester,Plan) 2450 15 31 26 49 30

The presence of a considerable number of vacant rooms In 1970-71 was

due not only to the ILP which provided that no more than two-thirds of the

students would be studying a pnrticular required subject during a. given

trimester but, also, to the extended-day which allowed students to arrive

after period one and prior to the last class period. Other large nuMber

of students were out-of-class during their independent study-lunch period.

The disposition of students is the subject of Table U.

TABLE U. DISPOSITION OF STUDENTS IN 1969-70 AND 1970-71

Disposition of Periods*

Students Enrol1mentr--1
7-

i

:)481 i

2184

1 :?Ti
1

i

2450 :

i1446

993
,
t)

2 , Averagf

2135
307
,0
0/

1523

884
43

Fall 1969-70
In Class
Study hall
Other

-Pall 1970-71
In Class
Independent
Time

Other

2168
'..1-

2110

334 ,

6 '

2137
344

1608

3 6

6

2205
24o
.13

1442

928
So

2156
289
36

1814

556
80

1962
358

161

722

1648
80

*Differ in times for 19 9-7 and 1970-71.



The avera,e number of students that were out-of-class per period

(900) is substantially consistant with the average number of surpilas rooms

per period (30) reported in Table T.

Although, students in. 1970-71 took more courses (11.3 per student)

than in 1969-70 (10 per student), only 1500+ students used classrooms per

neriod c,cimpared to 2100+ studerts per period in 1969-70.

Thus, the plant accommodated approximately two-thirds of the student

body per period under the ILP and., at the same time, provided for the

study of more sUbjects by students during a school year.

Finding About hypothesis 8

The hypothesis is accepted. Tne pilot school plant accommodated an

increase in the number of cona:ses taken during the school year by students

with substantially fewer classrooms than previously.

Hyl'othesis 9. Absenteeism will be reduced under the ILP as shown by an
increase in tl..e average daily attendance rate for the first

nine weeks in 1970-71 over that for the first nine weeks

of 1969-70.

Data relative to Hypotheses 9-16 were used to test various issues

related to the Intensified Learning Plan.

42
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Data relative to the hypothesis was obtained from central admin-

istrative records. Memberships and absences are reported in Table V.

TABLE V. ABSENCES UNDER TBE SEMESTER AND TRIMESTER PLANS

Statistic Semester Plan
1969-70

Trimester Plan
1970-71

1st 9 Weeks 2nd 9 Weeks 1st 9 Weeks 2nd 9 Weeks

Avg. Daily Membership 2495 2502

-.

2410 2380

Avg. Daily Absence 175 217 164 216

Avg. Daily Rate of
Absence* 7.0% 8.7% 7.0% 9.1%

*Not significantly differen

Finding About Hypothesis 9

The hypothesis is rejected. The attendance under the ILP did not

significantly differ from that under the semester plan.

Hypothesis 10. A significant proportion of teachers will report that

the increased class period has not increased teacher

fatigue or studem, inattentiveness.

Teachers were twice asked to report the effects of the lengthened class

period on their total-day fatigue and on student attentiveness. A random

sample of students were, also, querried regarding the exten of their

attentiveness in classes. Responses to the questions are reported in

Tables W, X, and Y.

4 3
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TABLE W. ErCTS OF TEE LENGT1MnED PERIOD ON TEACHER-FATIGUE

Effects of Lengthened Period
on Teachers

Responses of Teachers
December May

"Decreased Total-day Fatigue"

"No Effect"

"Increased Total-day Fati "

8%

27%

64%

3%

25%

72%

significantly (P=.001)

The data shows that nearly two-thix ,f the teachers (64%) felt that

the extended period has increased their total-day fatigue in December. This

proportion grew to 72 per cent in May.

The data in Table X show that the majority (59 per cent) of teachers

reported in December that student attentiveness had not decreased due to

the lengthened period and that forty-one per cent reported a decrease in

attentiveness. These proportions are not significantly different. In May

the majority of teachers (56 per cent) continued to report that classroom

attentiveness had not decreased', 45 per cent contended that it had.

TABLE X. STUDENT ATTENTIVENESS AS REPORTED BY TEACHERS

Teachers' Report About Student Att ntiveness Responses of Teachers

Due to ILP

December May

"Decreased" 41% 44,/,

"No Change"
"Increased"

49%
10%

43%
13%

4 4
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The data in Ta:Ae Y report the randomized students' estimate: of their

attentiveness to classroom instruction.

LLE Y. STUDEHT SELF-REP:diT OF ATTERTIVEIESS

Portion of Class PeY.iod Attentive Proportion of Classes

Attentive 25% of Class Period 6% of Classes

Attentive 50% of Cl_ass Period 191 of Classes

Attentive 757,!, of Class Period 32.!0 of Classes

Attentive 9); of Cla:4s Period 42'1, of Classes

Student: report that they are attentive at least seventy-five per cent

of the class period or more in most (32 per cent plus 42 per cent) of

their classes. In one-fourth (6 per cent plus 19 per cent) of their

classes they report being attentive one-half or less of the time.

Findings of Hypothesis 10

The hypothesis is rejected. A significant (P=.001) proportion of

teachers reported greater fatigue under the ILP. With regard to the latter

paxt of the hypothesis about one-half of the teachers reported decreased

student attentiveness: the rest reported increased cr no change in student

attentiveness.

Students report that they are attentive three-faurth of the time in

three-faurth of the classes.

Hypothesis 11. The majority of teachers and students will report that

the ILP has not affected an increase in home assignments.

Teachers and a random sample of students were asked to report the

effect of the Intensified Learning Program on homework. Results are

reported in Tables Z and AA.

4 5
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Data. in Table Z show that a majority of teeo.hers ( ) reported that

the quantity of home assignment had not increased. The proportion of

teachers reporting a decrease in the quantity of home assignments (35)

exceeded that reporting an increase )0('"!)).

TABLE Z. EFFECTS OF ILP ON HOIE ASSIGNiIENTS fiS PEPC,R= mT-ACHERS

Effects of ILP on Assignments Pronortion of Teachers

"Decreased Quantity"
'No Effect"
"Increased Quantity"

35'10

44%
20%

A comparison of data in Table AA and in Table Z show a slight

disagreement between teachers and students regarding the effect of the

ILP on home assignments. About twice as great a proportion of students

as teachers reported an increase in out-of-class assignments. The majority,

however, ofstudents (60%) report no increase in out-of-class assignments.

The proportion of students reporting an increase in assignments (29%)

exceeded, but not significantly, that reporting a decrease (21%).

TABLE AA. EiiTECTS OF ILP ON HOME ASSIGNMENTS AS REPORTED BY STUDENTS

-

Effects On Home Assignments Proportion of Students

"Decreased Quantity"
"No Effect"
"increased Quantity"

21%
39%
29%
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Findings About i-pothecis

The hypothesis *accented.
majority of teacher: and

students reborted that the -LLF either had no effect or had decreased hone

assignments.

Aypothesis 12. The report card grades or students enrolli_ng in two leve.ls

of a subject in consecutive trimesters -,:ill not differ

si:nifibantl-, , tho,c_ ,r students ,no allow a trimeste-

to lalose between _Levels of a subject.

Report card 7,rades of studentc tahing lagebra 1 and 2, English 3 and

4, and American History 1 and 2 during 1970-71 were obtained. Report card

grades of those who studied the subjects under thxee conditions were

compared: (1) grades earned consecutively in the fall-winter, (2) grades

earned consecutively in the winter-spring, and ('') grades earned with an

intervening trimester (fall-sbring). The comparisons are shown in Table BB.

TABLE BB. THE EFFECT OF A LAPSED TRIMESTER ON REPORT CARD GRADES

Cours2 and Sequence

Proportion of Students Earning

English 3-4
Fall-Winter*
Winter-Spring*
Fall-Sioring*

142 20%
188 12%
220 14%

27% 27%
27% 29%
22% 33%

American History 1-2
Fall-Winter* 139 32% 19%

Winter-Spring* 178 13% 26%

Fall-Spring* 15
t

! 4 25% 31%

19% 7%
20% 12%
24% 8%

,)O I 4%

29% 9%
21% 10%

Algebra 1-2
Fall-Winter* 148 , 12% 27% 23% . 26% 12%

Winter-Spring* 106 ! 10% 22% 31% 23% 14%

Fall-Spring , 126 11% 23% 24% 28% 14%

i

*Significant differences between distributions of grades at lear.;t at the

.05 level of pml)ability.

4
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The data in Table show that students who too:-. the English and

American History in the fall-winter secuence enerPily earned simificantly

higher report card grades than those taking tbose courses in other sequences.

however, students who allowed the winter trimestef to lapse obtained

higher report card grades than those taking the courses consecutively in the

winter-spring terms.

In the case of Algebra 1-2, students taking the course in the fall-

winter terms obtained significantly higher report card grades than those

taking the courses consecutively in the winter-sPrin terms, but, not

significantly higher than those who allowed the winter trirrester to lapse.

The data indicate that "tiiie crj7 the school year" cuurses are

taken is a relevant variable, but the presence or absence of a lapsed

term is not.

Findings About Hypothesis 12

The hypothesis is accepted. The presence of a lapsed winter trimester

did not significantly alter report card grades. The report card grades of

stildents who allowed the winter trimester to lapse between level. of

courses were not significantly different from those who studied the course

consecutively in the winter and spring. Generally students completing

course series in the spring trimester, whether a trimester lapsed or not,

obtained lower grades than those completing the same series in the winter

trixsester.

Hypothesis 13. A majority of parents and teachers will express

satisfaction with the effectiveness and sufficiency of

pre-program preparation.

Teachers and the sample of parents were asked to express an opinion

48
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about the staff and community preparation that preceeded the initiation

of the ILP. Responses of both groups are reported in Table CC.

TABLE CC. OPINIONS OF TEACHERS AND PARENTS ABOUT PREPARATION FOR THE ILP

Proportion Responding as Indicated

Teachers' Responses Parents' Responses

Indequate Adequate Insufficiently Sufficiently

How effective was the
pre=ILP orientation and
preparation of the
staff?

76% 24%

To what extent where
you orientated to the
ILP prior to its
implementation?
*Not significantly different from .5.

- - -

48%* 52%*

A majority (76 per cent) of teachers expressed the opinion that

pre-ILP staff preparation was indequate, and one-half of the parents

indicated satisfaction with community orientatiou. Forty per cent of the

parents expressed a desire for an orientation meeting durihg the spring

of 1970-71.

Teachers were also asked to make recommendations for a pre-ILP

orientation at other schools. Responses centered around (1) a staff's

need for orientation by ILP-experienced personnel, (2) the need for a

staff to become cognizant of potential problems, (3) the need for a staff,

by departments, to make decisions about necessary adj', =lents in course

content, grading procedures, teaching strategies, etc., and (4) the need

for time to restructure a quantity of lesson plans.
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Finding About Hypothesis 13

The hypothesis is rejected. A substantial majority of teachers

(76 per cent) expressed the view that pre-program preparation was inadequate.

Approximately one-half of the parents reported inadequate orientation.

Hypothesis 14. A majority of teachers will report that sufficient
school time has been allotted for daily classroom pre-
paration.

Data were collected through the use of the teacher questionnaire.

Responses are summarized in Table DD.

TABLE DD. ADEQWACY OF PREPARATION TIME

Preparation Time Assessment Proportion of Teachers

"Assessed as adequate"

"Assessed as inadequate"

*Significantly different from .5 77=7.b1)

20%

80%*

A majority of teachErs (80%) assessed the school time available for

classroom as inadequate.

Findings of Hypothesis 14

The hypothesis is rejE.cted. It is important to note that expressions

about this matter were not available from teachers at othef schools

for comparative purposes.

Hypothesis 15. A majority of teacners will report that sufficient
instructional materials and equipment are availaple.

Data were collected through the use of the teacher questionnaire

and are summarized in TablP PE.

5 0
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TilL)LE EL% AVAILABiLITY OF EiSTRJCTIO-NAL MATERIA1,3

Availability of Instructional Materials Proportion of Teachers

"Sufficiently Available"
"Insufficiently Available"

65%
35%

The majority of teachers assessed the availability of instructional

material as adequate.

Finding About Hypothesis 15

'The hypothesis is accepted. A majority of teachers assessed the

availability of materials as adequate.

Hypothesis 16. A significant majority of teachers will judge the
independent time available to students to be

unobjectionable.

Teachers were asked to assess the value of the independent time

wrailable to students during their eighty ,ninute lunch period and to

estimate the pl'oportion of students who spend most of this time studying.

Students were asked to name their usual activit!es during this time.

Data in Table FF show that teachers believe that most students

(77 per cent) spend little, if any, time studying during their independent

period.

5 1
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TABLE FF. TEACHERS ESTIMATE OF THE TIME SPENT BY STUDENTS STUDYING

DURING INDEPENDENT TIME

Assessment

Believe that 10% of students spend

most of their time studying during

free period

Believe that 25% of studen"ct.; spend

most of their time studyin

during free period

Believe that 50% of students spend

most of their time studying during

free time

Proportion of Teachers Expressing
This Belief

77% of teachers

9% of teachers

14% of teachers

Teachers' sumary assessment of independent time for students is

depicted by the data in Table GG.

TABLE GG. TEACHERS' ASSESSMENT OF INDEPENDENT TIME FOR STUDENTS

Assessment

Scale Position

1 An Unnecessary Evil

2 A Necr.:ssary Evil

3 Neither an Evil nor a
Benefit

4 .Somewhat Beneficial

5 Beneficial

Proportion of Teachers Holding the

Perception

46% of teachers
5% of teachers

17% of teachers
23% of teachers
9% of teachz3rs

The data indicate that teachers are in considerable disagreement

concerning the value of independent time for students. One-half of the

teachers perceive it as au "evil" and for the most past unnecessery:

one-half hold a neutral view or see it as beneficial.



Students' reports of tlefr activities are contained in Table E.

1771r 7 .17
1 . STUDT7PS S7T,7-T-T?:--77 AC7=7TITT---S

Student Activit-,y '.-.;tudentc Renortin,-

th-is .rctivity

Mostly study
Mostly relax and study
Mostly relax
Mostly other

214 of students
19", of students

of students
16% of students

Less than one-half of the students (43 oar cent) report that they combine

studying and relaxing: includi iLenty-four per cent who renort that

they study most of the time.

Teachers were also asked to indicate where or not students on

independent time interfered with or disturbed classes in session. Data

reported in Table II show that a majority of teachers (83 per cent)

report that their classes are disturbed by out-of-class students.

TABLE II. TEACHERS' REPORT OF DISTURBANCES BY OUT-OF-CLASS STUDENTS

- -

Response Proportion of Teachers Responding

Out-of-class students "Do disturb"
classes

Out-of-class students "Lb not"
disturb el-tsses

83% of teachers

17% of teachers

Von-systematic observations were made on several occasions during tl-a

fall trimester by the writer throughout the buildings and grounds. These

observations revealed only occasional students in halls and on the east and



west ca::puL 71.t
few otucient;

observed on. tLe Liouti e L:::;mnlex of teer

nun:bered t tree

were made in

"Lhe rerar tat -.12er-rations

tendd to be and 17f r-Dpro:2ched.

findings _Mout

The Ilynothes.: :L.: r---Laif of rep:)rted

perceivim: larri:riro iJc;

teachers (8-2 T,er repor *-:J=:7; ::.tudents disturb classe::: in sesn.

Hypothesis 1(. :c.os, teacher,:, st'-!nts will

confiP in the 'Intensified learning laan.

HypothecLio 17 oo. deve1om.L o cnerate data that .ould summarize

assessments of uhe ith by te3cluf:,. .varents, and students.

Teache'fs and ,ampled parents 1,ere asked to make a summary ac. ,ss!rent

of the Intensified learning Program. Three possible choices were offered:

(11 return to t].e semester -1-.1:1:,; Yodify the ILP; ;:=,) 'i.cceot the ILP

in its present f:orli. ResponseJ of the two groups are rup)r in Tatle

TABLE JJ, SUMMARY. ASSESSMENT T.u.0 BY TEACHERS A..1,:1) PAREETS

CT0137,LJ
Proportion of the Group Responding as indicated

t.eturn to the
Sallester Plan

Modify IL? Accept Present
ILP

Teachers 7December 21%
.;2tty,

22%
10%

Parents 14%



Zeac:.er:

r)ro,:resse_l. _
1-e-turn o zne seeter Dian

increased fr;o cent 1_ - 3er ce:_t Thc

howe,er, c 2L-1._-Jej to u t:.e Plan c,)uld

::odificationo of tre iL- Lestek Cy indicidual teaci.ers on

que.stiJ,nnaireo, LtL

1. M.,e nee,3
Jii...linate the infiependent

2. The need to ,chedule teacher; i,eachinL] day az to allow for

r-ppronriate Liea na innjn ize.

3. The need to encpuraLLe students to ta.;,7.e 'ore than a minimm

yearly course load.

Students were al2n 1:ziled If they -,-)ercelled the ILI= as an ir:iproved

plan over the semester -plan. Seventy per cent resPonded "yes", the rest

said "no" (14 per cent) or were uncertain (16 per cent).

Finding About Hypothesis 17

The hypothesis is partially accepted. Although Ule majority of

parents (86 per cent) and students per cent) e:cpressed confidence in

the ILP, nearly one-nalf (44 per cent) of the experienced trachers at

the end of the school year recoLmended retuxning to tne semester plan.
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The 1L.7: t..m..oL the

three !--1,1c.=

non-affluent

with 45-minute ;-JeriAl., seaoi

each was f

inv.o1-;ed, wa z. instal

relati%ely

eILt rriu1 :chooi day

six periods, and one period

;--tudents had :7eveh classes

and lunch period. ..aer olDerated a six-seriod day

in chich the teacher t.-11,. zes azId stIrtlents were enrolled for

five courses. Each class perol e:,:tended to minutes.

';.ihere tear:: teachinc teaj;ers had one planning day weekly

and students had !m independent study period. At one school each team

nuided students' activities at this time. All schools had also initiated

the concept of continuous progres mathematic:.3.

As at the nign level. aoroximately -cuo-thir, of the students

studied the first nortion of a subject (i.e. English A), during the first

trimester. The other one-tH i:,he subject during the second

trimester. Jl students cc.'pleted the second. portion (i.e. English ]2.)

either the second or third trieJtel...

Data Gathering Metl

Data relative Le, ALe eftfects el* the IV at the middle school -level

werf, collected InLervicrrs, Cr-)m ,:chool record and schedules, but

priv.arily throurb the ilL.e oi a Leaeher qutdennaire during the winter

trimeses.



Effects of the Itensified Learning I-lan at Schools

01,jectives for the ILP at the middle school level were generally

i,lentical with those for the high school. The results of the analysis

are renorted in conjunction with apbropriate objectives or issues.

OBJECTIVE: Provide an expanded curriculum for middle school students.

The foregoing objective is consistant with and furtLers one of the

ai!:.s of the middle school movement which is to provide increased

onportunities for young adolescents to explore various subject and

1.11 areas.

Under the semester plan in 1969-70 students of the three pilot

schools studied seven courses in the fall and seven in the spring. Of

these, five each term for eighth grades were courses in required

subjects science, mathematics, English, social studies, and physical

eCucation - lec,ving two electives each term. Sixth and seventh grades

also were required to take reading, allowing one elective per term for

them.

Under the trimester plan students studied five subjects each term

allowing fifteen for the year. As required courses remained unchanged,

every student gained one additional field of study during the year.

Fineling: Middle school students studied one more course each under the

trimester Ulan than previously under the semester plan.

OBJECTIVE: Maintain student achievement under the expanded curriculum.

Teachers were perceived as the prime source of student achievement

and were asked two questions about classroom achievement.

1. "Did you eover as much content as previously under the semester

Plan?"



2. "Did your students learn as much?"

Teacher responses are reported in Table KK.

TABLE KK: REPORT OF TEACHERS ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Question Proportion of Teachers Resnonding...
No Uncertain Yes

1. Have you covered as
much of the course
content during the
fall trimester as
you normally do in a
regulLa- semester:

20% 80%

2. Did your students learn
as much and develop as
much in-depth learning
during the fall tri-
mester as they normally
do in a regular semester?

12% 16% 72%

The data show that the vast majority of teachers had covered as much

content in the subject areas and felt that students have achieved as much.

Eighty-six per cent, also, stated that they had evidence to support their

positions.

Finding: The vast majority of teachers report that they are covering as

much material as Previously and that students are learning as much.

OBJECTIVE: Decrease teachers' daily and term student loads.

As the number of classes taught for a term decreased under the

ILP from six to four, it would be expected that daily and term class

loads of teachers would decrease. Data shown in Table LL, obtained from

Principals' class schedules, support that hypothesis.

(Th0
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TAliLE AD-) TERM rTUOENT LOAC)S AT THE 1.7ID;LE SCHOOL

i:rea

196 j-7' Semester Plan I 1970-71 Trimester

Number of Clss Daily NuAper of- Class

,Yaily Size Lftudents Daily Size

Classes Load Clmsses

English

3ocial Stu.des

6 30 180

6

cience 6

.'.GEregate 6

17L

18,)

30 18.)

30 180

31

Daily
TitudeLt
Load

124

2.)

2) 115

30 12,)

The data indicate thet tne 1.crease in classes taught er day did

decrease the number of students for which teachers were resT)onsible from

a daily average of 180 in 1969-70 to 120 in 1970-71. Teachers, under the

ILP, instructed about the same number of stuuents 13er school year.

Findlng: Teachers' daily and term students loads were substantially

reuced.

03JECTIVE: 1=rove teachers' attitudes toward teaching.

Teachers were asked about the effect of the ILP on their attitudes

toward their ra-ofession. Their responses are reported in Table MM.

5 9
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TABLE ";'F, O-27.

1-lestioh

How nas the ILP
affected tne extent
to which you enjoy
teachinL;?

Prodortion of Teachers ;es1 rn.ling as Indicated

r)ecreased En:loyment Balanced Effect Increased

*!-iig,nificantly different :.roortiops.

mile data

joy::Ict.t

52/:'

nlficap ler !co,:ortion of teacners

re-orted "increased e teacp ta re:.oft,ed "decreased

enjoent.' due to t e TMIP.

Miscellaneous Problem Areas

Data relative to several miscellaneous areas were gathered f.rimarily

through the use of a teacher questionnaire. These data are reT)orted

below.

Area 1: Student attentiveness

5 significantly greater proportion of teachers (45 rer cent) rei;orted

that student attentiveness had. "increased due to the ILP than reportei3 it

'dec-oeased' (4 :er cent). Others (50 'cr cent) reported "no effect".

Area 2: Teacher fatigue

A larger -c)roportion of teaoners ner cent) re-,Dorted that teacher

fatigue had "decreased" under the IL? than 1-ecorted it 'increased" (2) ,s,er

cent). One-half of the teachers reporteC, no effect".
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Area

Altough no teacher re-:-orte tat out-of-class assignments under the

ILI had "increased .
Ter cent reborted a "decrease . Others reForted

'no chanr,e

Area 4: Adequacy of rre--uroject orientation

The vast :-11
. orLk.,:i of temcners ;.er cent, :atislaction

nre-project orientation.

5: Adequacy of _cucing aterais an class :.rearation tie

The majority of teachers (64 per cent) exi:ressed satisfaction with

both the availabilit:j of teacoing aterials and the at school class

rera,raion the.

Area 6: Value of indenendent study

Although ninety per cent of the teachers reported that students on

independent study time did not disturb classes, only one-half of the

teachers judged that students sent more t:lan fifty per cent of their time

stud:Ting. It may be held some assurance that middle school students,

if :rovided an o-Aion, do not cnoos.2 to utilize a large portion of tneir

ineendent time studying. This finding is consistunt -,;ith other data

f;athered relative to :'3L Cit in

7: AttEmdz;,rco

In the ex .ectation that tc TIP migt i.-rove school attendal_ce,

relative data was obtained from central administrative records. Average

daily attendance rates mre renorted in Table NN.
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Ti:L 11-1;: ATTE:ADA:7:XL: SCII))LS

1chool ... Scilool B L;cnool C .Lcgregate

67-70 70-71 Ci--70 70-71 6',-70 70-71 &-70 70-71

_.:tten,dance

-.:. to.

5 ..;.'

_

.

,

.
4.. y -;*

*

fre .c_r-c,sed for the three,

schools froh ' to 1,, the chanc:e was not statii.y si2;nificant.

It canot col:clu,len that the rate was nffecLe_ the IL

3t_tary Assessent of the Intensifiej Learning ?lan by 'Tif2.dle School Teachers

scool teachers, through an anony:-Lous questionnaire, ex-,resse

solid confidence in the worth of the Intensified Learning Plan as re:;:orte:

ih the data above.

They rerort sy,ecificRlly that

(1) they are covering as 1uch subect
(2) stuae:ts are learning as much
(3) they have :,Ethe substantial cnanes in tneir instructional

is
(4) they are enjoying teachinL ,a)rc

teache;s Lc :-,1;t7: a acLoss:::eiit off' the ILI.

:c.6 one rate the 1LP "unsatisfactory-. Thirt:., ,er cent rate'i thc ILI as

-satisfactory _ooifications"; seventy per cent oi' the teachers rated

it :satisfactory- in its -3-resent Corm.

EiJdILe scsool teachers overwhelingly acproved the Intensified

Learning Plan. C2
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Summary of :ia_jor Finding at the Hirh School

Pata relative to the objectives and other areas in need of assess-

ment were :;athered durin the first year of operation of the intensified

Learning Plan at one high school. Sources of data included students,

parents, teachers, and aliinistrators as well as school records and

schedules, etc. ,hstuments hcluded questionnaires, conferences, and

tetbook tests.

The data indicated that fi,./e major objectives were being attained:

Objectives 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8. (See n. 3-5 for list of objectives)

Objective 1. Provide students with increased opportunl'Aes to

study more subjects during a school year.

A substantial majority of students are able to study more subjects

each school year. In 1970-71 approximately seventy per cent of the

students exceeded the ten-course maximum load possible under the

semester plan. In 1971-72 eighty-five per cent of the juniors will

exceed that maximm and will, with sophomores, average twelve courses. (p.13)

-lbjective 2. Allow flexibility in the manner in which students may

earn sufficient credits for graduation.

Students are exercising the option to select course loads to suit

their individunl needs and plans. Fifty seniors will have completed

high school requirements after the second t2imester in 1971-72, and

nine juniors will complete their total requirements, exercising their

option to graduate after three years of high school attendance. (p. 16)
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schoo17, in two suLject areas provided almost identical results.

Report card grades did not vary significantly from those earned by

pilot students in 1969-70 under the semester Dian, although some

slight tendency to polarize was present. Students generally reported

that their grades were improved although parents noticed little

change.

:he epressed opinions of many teachers were in conflict -,;ith the

data above because slightly more than one-half of the teachers,

in May, reported that (1) they covered less content and that 2 the

students learned less than previously under the semester plan. (p.17)

Objective 4 Increase the proportion of students who earn credits
in electives. .A

The absence of an increase in enrollments in most electives prevents

concluding that the ILP fostered growth of enrollments in these

departments. As most students enrolled in more courses than pre-

viously, it is assumed that they

I

chose to complete renuired courses

rather than to explore electives'. (p. 271

Objective 7. Improve teachers' attitudes toward their profession.

Although approximately one-half of the experienced teachers reported

that the ILP had not affected their professional httitudes, a signi-

ficantly larger proportion (36 per cent) reported enjoying teaching

"less" than reported enjoying teaching "more" (13 per cent). (p. 34)

In terms of problem areas and special issues +he data support the

statements that follow:

1. Teacher fatigue increased. Sixty-four per cent of the teachers

reported increased fatinunder the ILP in December, 72 per cent
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in May. The response was substantiated by comments on the

teacher questionnaire. (P. 37)

2. The data about student attentiveness during the lengthened

period was inconclusive. Teachers could net agree (dichotomized).

Students claimed to be attentive seventy-five per cent of the

time in most classes. (r. 33)

3. The presence of a lapsed_ term did not alter report card grades

in three subjects: English, Algebra, and American History.

Students taking these courses in the fall-spring sequence

obtained report card grades that slightly exceeded those obtained

by students taking the same courses consecutively in the winter-

spring sequence. However, grades obtained in the fall-winter

sequence generally proved significantly superior to those taken

either in the winter-spring or fall-spring sequence. (p. 42)

4. Teachers failed to perceive value in independent time for

students. Almost one-half of the teachers defined independent

time for students as an unnecessary evil, and the majority

(83 per cent) reported that classes were disturbed by out-of-

class students. (p. 46)

Summary Assessment of the Intensified Learning Plan by Teachers, Paxents,

and Students at the High School

Although the majoTity of parents (86 per cent) expressed confidence

in the potential of the Intensified Learning Plan and most students (70 per

cent) perceived it as a better plan, a large proportion of experienced
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teachers (44 per cent) recommended, at the end of the school year,

returning to the semester 'plan.

aummary of Finding at the Middle School Level

Middle school teachers, through an anonymous questionnaire, exnressed

solid confidence in the worth of the Intensified Learning Plan.

Specif:Lcally they report that . .

(1) they are covering as much subject matter as formerly,

(2) the students are learnIng as much,

(;) they have made substantial changes in their instructional

methods, and

(4) they are enjoying teaching more.

In a final assessment, the vast majority (70 per cent) of the

teachers noted the ILP "satisfactory" in it's present form, the remainder

expressing approval if modified.

The Intensified Learning Plan attained it's major objectives to

(1) expand the educational opportunities of students while simultaneously,

(2) reducing teacher load.

Recommendations

The foregoing data will support considerable extension of The

Intensified Learning Plan at the middle school level but only limited

extension at the high school level. Implementation at additional

high schools, particularly in neighborhoods varying in socio-economic

status, would provide importat additional evaluation data. Recommendations

made by the staff at the pilot high school should be considered in

designing pre-orientation plans. (p. 44)
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Evaluation should continue and focus on the following issues:

(1) General academic achievement

(2) Specific achievement of the slower learner

(3) The effect of the lapsed-trimester on academic achievement

(4) The extent to whiCh students choose early graduation in

preference to an expanded curriculum

(5) The influence of the lengthened period on teaching strategies

(6) The effects on the quantity and quality of pupil-teacher

interaction.

88
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Appendix A
N1 idd Ie. Gckoot

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE: ILP

Rarulom Sann?

This questionnaire (for experienced teachers only) has the intent of

gathering evaluative data relative to the intensified Learning Program.

Please respond with optimum accuracy and candor. Do not sign. Return

directly to the Research Department, Room 32, East Annex.

Charles L. Evans
Director of Research

Instructions: Respond by encircling the appropriate numeral.

1 2

(Middle School Teacher) (High School Teacher) Circle one numeral

1. Have you covered as much of the course content 1 2

during the fall trimester as you normally do in No Yes

a regular semester?

Comment

c;070 go%

2. Do you feel that your students learned as much 1 2 3

and developed as much in depth understanding No Uncertein Yes

during the fall trimester as they normally IMO /6 % 7A
do during a regular semester?

Comment

3. Do you have any evidence to support answers 1 2

to ill and/or .#2? (Test results, units covered, No Yes

etc.) /s% z
What, if yes?

71



Allt)enc1OZ /-\

11 %

4. To what extent, if any, have you changed 1 2 3

your teaching style, techniques, etc. to Little T4oerate Sulistantial

adjust to the longer period? change change change

If 2 or 3 are circled, what changes did you make?

5. (Answer only if you teach mathematics, social studies, science, or

English exclusively.)
a. What is your aver,3ge class load? students

b. What is your daily load? students

c. Row many classes do you teach daily? classes

%
6. How has the ILP affected the extent to which y-ou 1 2

enjoy teaching? Decreased Balanced Increase
effect

Comment

-7f7, zoZ,
7. Did students who transferred in to 1 2

from another school haye unusual adjustmeii, No Yes

problems due to the ILP?

I yes, why?

i4 24;
,51) 41-0-Z

8. How has the lengthened class period affected the 1 2 3

general attentiveness of your students? Decreased No Increased
it effect lit

Comments

o 7; 20 .249

9. How has the lengthened class period affected 1 2 3

your total day fatigue? Decreased No Increased
it effect

Comment

72



10. How has the ILI-) affected the cuantity of

home assignments made by you?

Comment

A pi7=nr1;-7< A ,p.3

1 2 ?-

Decreased No Increased
it effect

17%
11. How effective the pre.-. orientation _ -_,_

and prt,Iparatioh of the staff? inadequate Adequate

What orienth Dr yDu recoend for a stuff

entering

12. Is the time available at school for class

preparation generally sufficient?

Comment

g6Z 60%
1 2

No Yes

Are necessary instructionJlimateri,sls and

equipment generally available?

If no, what is needed':

Ke) Yes

14. Do students during their free time, disturb
i- 2

your classes or in any way interfere with your Tkp Yes

instructional. Drogram

If yes, please comment.

15. What per cent of studentHcoend moA of

their free time studying (when not eating

lunch)?

Comment

gsz Z //2/, /:77 4X
1 2 3 4 5

1CYJ 25% 50% 75'; 90%



A -iiye_nci 1A,14_

16. Rate "free tine" fc;r s,tudents at -your !chool on
the scale belo.

°/ /7.'
Circle one numeral

/44% "r" /0 1 7, . 0 ._
1 ,

.-_
,

,
4 , 0 5

An A Eeither Of some Reneficial

unnecessary necoy- %.1 e.,i,l. IA.:lat-fit to students

evil evil nor L: to st1lJeLts
itl-lerit

Cor-.merit

17. hate -no TntonIf7. j Lei:hinL', IL.o. 3 i 9 Z, , 0
1 0 i

Uh:_aLisfetc,ry. :::J.:_try General::

(Shoul,', reL:Irn with -1..nortant zatiofcttry
to the semo:I.tef, 1:lodifictious

Su6cested

18. Other comments (optional)

'7 4



A ppe.f.A.ix

1-4 ckool

This questionnaire (for e.c-Derienced Leachers only) has the intent of
gathering evaluative datn relative to the Intensified Leornin:; Eroriam.
Please respond with optimulfl accuraoy ci oandc,r. Do not sign. Heturn
directly to the Research Denartment, Room 32, East Annex.

Charles I. Lyons
Director of Research

Instructions: Respend :y -tr.e aly:Jroprit,o numerl
1

(Middle Sci.00l Teacher) School Teacher) Circle one numeral

FrAU 4; s 941. Have you covered as mucn cour::.c content 1
during the fall trimester i you normally- do in No Yes
a regular semester?

Siwini 63% .57Z
Comment

JrJrZ
2. Do you feel that ye students learned as much 1. 2 3

and developed as much in depth understanding No Uncertain Yes
during the fall trimester as they no/Tally

,et 4 5;do during a regular semester? SpHnj Jr 8 %p

Comment

Fa ( 1 5 7., 75 %
. Do you have u:i.n - ft. -

.)iii _
to -,-11 and/or ii!-l? (Ist c(:,:sdit,s, ..inits covered, 113 Yes
etc.)

\ 5; pl-A13 3% 97 z
What, if yes?

'75



ile.n6i)(

t L.r.it

4.
.l tn_Iatalyour LeLtcl : .- : :e. --.: : :-':1-.Te _:

adjust to t.:. I.)hger perl,:,:i. cahge c!.:-e 21aange

60 %1 5 % A 7 Z
If 2 or '=, a,:e (:irced, oh,l,t. .2. .l3.:1,:cia ,a/..e':

(1/er
English

1.. studehts

c. How elasses , chlaJs:

. Ho
enjoy

Did studeni.

/3%
L:11 :,..);:t

Inc:reased
efrect

from anotha.l have tc..dhil -_djustineht

problems due to Lhe TIT?

I yes, why?

1,43%
IL

ho

Fa ( 449Z 47,t;

8. How has the Iegthened clar; .0,A2]oc1 :L"l'ected tJle. 1 ,1 3

general attenti.veness of you: .tadehts2 Decreased ,:o Increased
it Iect it

Spring 45% 121.3%
Comments _

2. How has thi:
your total_ fat-Liile

Comment
S

7,%1 )7'; 5"

Decreased ;10 Increased
IL f'fe

,z 710_, 7XZ

76



how na:-.;

home

Comment

A1.

and prep:-.,r

enterin

cted

12. Is the tirc au

preparatio'.

Comment

3-11-21.ctlen

l'";. Are necessar:: mateci,
equipment geqn.rly availabe":

If no, what

z-;

A NI)CAN4:1-1X, 1?)) 1:6.5

Tncreased
it effect

gi1470

% 6 `Z,

Yes

14. Do stiAdent uheir free LLE:0,

your classe n: 1 anu interferu
instructi

if yes, ploa:-.1

15. What per
their fre(?
lunch)?

Comment

n.,

,f7 41Z
,o

5C 0 75.1,1,, 9( :1

7 7



16. Rate "free time- for students at your school on

the scale below.

Circle one numeral

ii-SZ -5-7o /07
1 0

An A Tleither Cf some Beneficipl

unnecessary necessary an ;wil benefit to students

evil evi] nor a to students
benefit

C:olr.inent

Fa I I

17. Rate the Intensified. Learning Program.
1 2

Unsatisfactory. Satisfactory Generally

(Should return with important satisfactory

to the semester) modifications

Spring 4,444,24

Suggested modifica
446 % /0 Z

tions -.'

18. Other comments (optional)



Rongorn SonApte_
Dear Parent:

This opinionnaire re
of the 1.ort Wort'.
the to the effectiveness of tlie
Schedule). 7our us?.:'!e w7ts
of student
operate with his e b;.,7 rec.-

candor? Do not .:eturn
envelope provided.

C.

DepartL.ent
'-_ect data f-..-21a--

-a-c,c-nsii'ied Th1L-, Elan (Iriilester
sample of parent::

_ VTould you
t:

so-
e 17ecj:-.1ons below with

in the

I

J'or o-c.a.- assistance,

/////

1.-:orth .Ind.ependent School Distri.r...t

Instructions: CI.rcL'3 tae 1)e5 -6 of Jour youngst CHJcI
LL high school. Lsrrt are cmt, ] on al.

14= L.1-c)
[In croen Gat-1,40e_

1. My youngest child is in gr-ide

2. My youngest cr-L d is a .....
3. This child 1T.su:r1:17,, inakes that-: are

7.

How many

How many ot P:17:: 7' !

during the

Would you.
or a trimester c7E.ril_or .

the ndni.17.7.

If a four-r-in't.rte7 plan
would you ehe.):.-;(-- -Jour
a summer r
other ses

,

Li -1 474 31% Jo

9 1") 11 12

ho:/.
56

averar,e

year?
1.3

iIa -7%

2.1-N

12 n 15
Ycr. 4447 s 7, .5:0

No

n:1!.;
No Undecided

0./



'

0. That effoct, a s the trimestc-
on your chilCi's

hade
,--113:e somewhat

higher
rade

9. At whi.t tiLe does your child's 1:il.at .515-

start':

At What time does your child's last

2,//.pctv

L. t what time Aces youi chi:a uaudil.. r.L(1):'_ rit
lunch?

4

_Co ;That eytent

you ferj_
E;esE;ion tLs prin4':

Jhat is 'au]: ..e:es's1.-Je:it, CL his

of the tl'Iiite-r plan?

`.1.6

:=Aafficiently

4,2/0

"-new
767

isf:toru ?;-tisfact3r7

(etuf_ _D if zodif-led

.Lf unsatisfactory or in need of modificet



f3TUDE:iT QUESTIONNAIRE (Ep.
IIITENSIFIED LEARNING PE(jk

Rcirtclorn

Instructions and Explanation

Aenai%

This questionnaire represents an attempt by te
Fort Worth Public Schools to gather data frorn
effectiveness of the Intensified Learning Prçr.i 1;-t _Hostcr.

answer the questions as accurately as possille. Do not sign.

1. What is your classification?

How many courses did you take during
the fall trimester?
the winter trimester?
or plan to take during the
spring trimester?

3. How many classes did you take last
year (1969-70) if you were in high

school?
during the first semester?
during the second samester?

4. How many credits do you plan to earn
in high school?

during freshman year?
during sophomore year?
during junior year?
during senior year?

5. What is your least liked required
subject?
During what trimesters do you plan
to study this subject this year?

6. How did your grades for the fall
trimester compare with'those
earned last year? (Freshmen, do
not answer.) 81

Thanks,

/
_

Dr. Charles L. Evans

7

Director of Research

Circle ti,e best answer

freshmen
hi= L4A
sophomore junior senior

2 5 6 Sati+owtot-05
2 5 6 va .1

2 3 1. 5 6 Jur,iob-s

2 4 5 6 io.1
2 4 5 6

3

3

4
4

5

5

6
6

7 plus 201

(c7s97 plus 2 .10:
3 4 5 6 7 plus

3 It 5 6 7 plus
7 gq4/10
2 4. (2g%)

1st

443-%
Some
better

2nd 3rd

qf-Tt f1:o quite the
7.ond



7. What non-lvquired (for grnduaic)n c.yurces

did you t,:71e the first trimester':
thi- trimester
pinn to tai,:e next trimester

how :any days were -ou absent during

the first trimester':

What Portion of a class period are you

enerally attentive

lAiri)e-rNA D,

X. 5- da5

0%, /9t; 3Z9C7
Subject :'___ 25)

Subject i/2
-,--f

).;,0

Subject #--. 2%
Subject 77 - 257)

How has the trimester schedule
affected the amount of homewor
assigned by teachers?

11. How has the trimester schedule
affected the extent to which you

enjoy school':
If "increased" or "decreased"
is circled, please exiolain
why

5(7.:-'.

--7,
-) L) :3

504
50y,

75'.

75:,

75-.,

rrY',

59%
Increased

it

57 Z7
Increased
Enjoyment

19%

A06
change

7. How many free periods (including

the one in which you eat lunch) do

you have?
At what class periods are you free? 1

Where do you usualiy go after eating?

What do you usually do after eating

How often have you been reprimanded

or disciplined for misconduct during

your free period?

1=. Is the trimester plan a better plan

than the regular semester plan?

Comments (optional)

1 2
2 3 4 5

g X% 449 %
Study Relax
/87 ; Study Oad

4Tcfro Dr(dItAr
twice

70% 1.0;
ves f.fo

Jther
kelorg

/5701;
,nce2L-

8 2


